
GOTH VS EMO

It's easy to get confused between goth and emo. When considering the difference between them, a lot of people give
answers which aren't.

While most goths prefer gothic rock music, they are known to appreciate a wide range of musical genres. Emo
has stayed close to home when it comes to the musical influence while goth has veered off towards
electronica. However, goths are into black period-styled clothes Victorian or Elizabethan while emos often
prefer tight shirts, studded belts, and skinny jeans. Followers of emo have also been known to be prone to
stereotypes such as self-injury, depression, and suicide. Often you see emo kids competing on who has the
most extreme mental disorders that they diagnosed themselves. Emo is a phase that a lot of teenagers go
through, usually starting at the age of  For instance, Germany holds large goth festivals once a year. Basically,
both emo and goth are forms of experimental underground music and hardcore punk. They also go all-out in
the accessories department, using leather chokers, corsets, lace, frills or dangling jewelry. But the similarities
stop there. It was pretty cool. Not all goths wear all black, you can worship the devil without being goth. As
mentioned earlier, the one color that they have in comon is black. Style Emo belongs to post-hardcore, pop
punk and indie rock style while gothic rock is a form of punk rock, glam punk and post punk. It includes
saying you have mental disorders to fit in. Please, remember that self-harming is a serious mental disorder that
many people have, and it doesn't make them "emo" if they do. Emo was originally a subgenre of post-hardcore
in the s. And please, don't self-harm just to fit in to a trend. Their musical influences are basically the same,
with punk as the root. By the end of , emo enjoyed a resurgence in the underground scene making use of the
aesthetics and sounds of early emo bands. There are also many sub-cultures of goth. Emo broke into the
mainstream by early s with platinum-selling bands such as Dashboard Confessional and Jimmy Eat World.
Goths usually wear Victorian, punk, and deathrock styles of clothing accompanied by pale face makeup. As
far as their personalities is concerned, the aura that goths and emos resonate is somewhat similar and are
usually associated with depression, cutting, darkness and more of the not-so-pleasant aspects in life.
Cybergoth , victorian goth , romantic goth , just to name a few. How about their tastes in fashion? It is an
off-shoot of post-hardcore which takes its roots from the hardcore punk scene in Washington, D. Goths are
often older, mostly in their 20's's. I got together with a couple of my friends and we talked about each other's
boots. It's about appreciating and finding beauty in the dark side of life. Did this article help you? The roots of
goth subculture can be traced back to early s England, where the gothic rock scene developed from the
post-punk genre. It is also associated with depression, self-injury, and suicide.


